Title:
The Anatomy of Love™

Genre:
Comedy/Romance/Urban

Tagline:
“A Lesson in Love…”

Logline:
A confused college student expresses her disbelief in the
power of love. Through a class assignment she examines
her own values and finds the love she has been looking for
right under her nose.

Setting:
Present Day; College Campus Atmosphere; Atlanta, GA

Synopsis:
Cassious is a hopelessly romantic college student seeking
to find love and companionship with his best friend Jenesis.
Jenesis is an emotionally scarred college girl who has
outspokenly lost her faith in true love. Cassious is careful
to not to spill his true feelings knowing her feelings
regarding love and their friendship.
Jenesis expresses her stern opinions of love in one of her
college courses and winds up with a special assignment.
Jenesis is challenged by her professor to document the
opinions of at least 10 of her peers on the question “What is
love?” Once she has documented her peers she is then to
document her opinion after listening to her peers to see if
her idea has changed.
As Jenesis has done her whole life, she depends on
Cassious to help her complete her learning and love.
Cassious gets ribbed by his friends for following Jenesis
around constantly and being her errand boy as she jumps
from guy to guy and dismissed Cassious’ obvious feelings.
Cassious finally finds it impossible to hold back his
feelings for Jenesis and he confronts her about it. Jenesis
rejects Cassious while she is trying to dismiss her own
feelings of love for him and cling to her selfish ways.
Cassious finds companionship in another woman out of
spite for Jenesis’ rejection.

After losing Cassious to another woman and listening to
others’ testimonials of love, Jenesis realizes her
companionship with Cassious has been the definition of
true love the entire time. Jenesis tries to express her
feelings to Cassious through her video testimonial risking
all shame and embarrassment.
Will Jenesis and Cassious ever find love, or have they
missed their opportunity?

Main Characters

for finding something more substantial in romance. Will he
convince his son that love is all fun and games?

Prof. Mason – Serving as a mentor and a teacher, Prof
Mason is determined to challenge the younger generation
through introspection. Will the class meet his challenge
and discover things about themselves that will shape their
lives?

Supporting Characters (additional roles
available)

Jenesis – A determined college student from a middle
class family, Jenesis has an outlook on love shaped by her
hurtful past. Determined not to make the same mistakes,
she guards her feerlings with fervor. Through the help of
her friends, family, and college courses, Jenesis just might
discover the power of true love before she loses her chance
to attain it.

Cassious – With a famous father and seemingly lots of
money, Cassious finds it difficult to find girls interested in
his personality. He knows exactly who we wants, but he
stuggles with making her see that she wants him too. Stuck
in the “friend zone”, Cassious grows tired of waiting for his
chance for his love to love him back. Will Cassious give
up on love and wonder what could have been?

Sammara – With a reputation as one of the hottest and
fastest girls on campus, she has set her sights on Cassious.
Will this seemingly super sexy…yet super shallow lady
surprise Cassious’ and fulfill his ultimate need for
affection?

Ms. Meadows – As the mother of Jenesis, her romantic
past has shaped much of her daughter’s present outlook on
love. After a nasty divorce with her husband (Jenesis’
Father), she has dated several other suitors. She has a vast
amount of wisdom when it comes to loving, losing, and
finding love again. Will she be able to help her daughter
on her quest for true love?

Mr. Middleton – Being former professional athlete, Mr.
Middleton is no amateur when it comes to beautiful women
and having fun. He doesn’t see a “need” for true love as
long as the champagne keeps flowing and his pool is warm.
His love for a “good time” feeds his son Cassious’ hunger

Francis – A founding member of the crew whom Cassious
is most famous for hanging out with, Francis often
provided comic relief. He is over the top with energy and
obsessed with hip-hop music.

Emory – Another member of the crew of guys, Emory
finds himself being the constant voice of pessimism. His
every sentence is laced with sarcasm as he brings everyone
back to reality.

MC Get Busy – An aspiring hip-hop artist, MC Get Busy
is constantly looking for a showcase for his talent. He finds
a perfect outlet during the movie and finds out Francis is
his biggest fan.

Antoinette – Going to school in Atlanta, GA as a French
Canadian from Brooklyn, NY will make you stand out.
Antoinette is different, bold, and unashamedly outspoken.

Othello – Every crew has a guy who is right in the middle.
Not too aggressive or passive. Othello’s calm demeanor
helps him give great advice in almost any situation.

Brenda – As a co-worker of Jenesis in the campus coffee
shop, Brenda serves as Jenesis’ shrink. She hears about her
love life, and offers “girlfriend” wisdom with an attitude
that cannot be topped.

